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while the turkish military has been less than forthright in its
declarations, the turkish government has been less than
silent. turkey has been working with the united states to

tighten the noose around the pkk. in april 2016, the turkish
national intelligence organisation (mit) declared that the pkk
was a terrorist organisation. in january this year, mits deputy
head hakan fidan was quoted by the turkish press as saying
that the ypgs political wing, the democratic union party, was
also a terrorist organisation. in may of the same year, fidan

reaffirmed the mits stance that the pkk is a terrorist
organisation, while declaring that the ypg is a terrorist

group. shortly thereafter, turkish president recep tayyip
erdogan called for the united states to ban the democratic
union party and the ypg, declaring that turkey would not

accept any ypg presence in syria. in june, erdogan
addressed parliament with a formal declaration that the pkk
was an enemy of the state. turkey does not want to be in a
position where it has to choose between the pkk and the

ypg. it has already made its choice, and it is a choice which
will define turkey for decades to come. the turkish military,
meanwhile, has been quietly preparing for an invasion of

syria. this began in earnest as early as november 2014, as
evidenced by the fact that it has been shelling the border
with syria since then. more recently, however, the turks

began to deploy significant quantities of heavy weaponry on
their border. turkish-backed fighters have been known to use
us-supplied tow anti-tank guided missiles and russian-made

igla surface-to-air missiles. since the syrian war began,
turkish-backed fighters have also been involved in heavy

clashes with the syrian regime and its allies. the idf has also
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published photographs of syrian anti-aircraft missiles that
were captured from syrian military bases and turned over to

the turks.
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in 2007, turkey became the
first country to provide birth

control injections to teenagers
under age 15. the government
has also eased restrictions on
abortion and drug use, yet, as
of august 2012, the abortion
rate had increased. the 2012

turkish abortion statistics,
however, are still preliminary.
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the following year, the turkish
ministry of health conducted a

survey, revealing that 75
percent of turkish women had

experienced induced abortions,
compared to only 29 percent in
1991. in 2012, turkey ranked

no. 1 among countries, with the
highest percentage of induced
abortions, in the united nations
world health statistics. in july

2009, a series of violent
clashes broke out between

kurdish militants and turkish
police in the turkish-kurdish

enclave of silopi. the violence
spread to several turkish cities,

resulting in the deaths of at
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least 30 people, and injuring
over 150 more. since then,

erdogans justice and
development party (akp), in

power since 2002, has
systematically bludgeoned the

countrys kurdish minority.
while the akp government has

tried to avoid turning the
conflict into a war, it has used
economic pressure against the
countrys kurdish minority. in

early 2010, erdogans
government began fining the

kurdish national congress (knc)
millions of dollars, while the
knc, an umbrella group that

represents most of the
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countrys kurds, was forbidden
from holding rallies or

campaigns. the akp also barred
the knc from mobilizing its

members. the elections in june
2011 have led to the worst

electoral result for the akp in
turkeys history. the party

received only 28 percent of the
vote and lost its parliamentary
majority for the first time since

coming to power in 2002.
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